Ziegler Short contributions (Israel-related)

- Between ‘Voluntary’ Departure to an Undisclosed Third State and Indefinite Detention, Israel Democracy Institute (10 December 2015)
- High Time for a Fair Israeli Asylum Regime, Israel Democracy Institute (18 June 2015) (Hebrew version)
- Second Strike and you are (finally) out? The Quashing of the Prevention of Infiltration Law (Amendment No. 4), European Society of International Law Migration & Refugee Law Interest Group Blog (29 September 2014)
- The Prevention of Infiltration Act in the Supreme Court: Round Two Israel Democracy Institute (30 March 2014) (Hebrew version)
- The Prevention of Infiltration (Amendment no. 4) Bill: A malevolent response to the Israeli Supreme Court judgment, European Society of International Law Migration & Refugee Law Interest Group Blog (22 September 2013) (cross-posted, Israel Democracy Institute)
- Quashing Legislation Mandating Lengthy Detention of Asylum-Seekers: A Resolute Yet Cautious Israeli Supreme Court Judgment, European Society of International Law Migration & Refugee Law Interest Group Blog (2 September 2013) (cross-posted, Israel Democracy Institute)
- Prohibition on Remittances sent by Asylum Seekers Israel Democracy Institute (12 May 2013) (in Hebrew)
- Asylum Seekers in Israel: A Snapshot Israel Democracy Institute (26 December 2012) (Hebrew version)
- Trapped between the Fences, Oxford Human Rights Hub Blog (6 September 2012) (Hebrew version)
- Separate schools in Eilat for Children of Asylum Seekers Israel Democracy Institute (9 August 2012) (in Hebrew)
- Cessation of Temporary Protection Status of South Sudanese Nationals in Israel and their Prospective Expulsion: Two Legal Difficulties Israel Democracy Institute (19 April 2012) (in Hebrew)
- The New Amendment to the ‘Prevention of Infiltration’ Act: Labelling Asylum Seekers as Criminals Israel Democracy Institute (16 January 2012) (Hebrew version)
- The link between the Supreme Court, South Sudan’s independence, and Asylum Seekers in Israel Israel Democracy Institute (8 August 2011) (Hebrew)
- Limits for Controlling Israel’s Southern Border: Refoulement of Prospective Asylum Seekers Israel Democracy Institute (3 May 2011) (in Hebrew)
- The ‘Immigration Policy for Israel’ Bill: Appraising the Arrangements Concerning Asylum Seekers and Refugees Israel Democracy Institute (18 January 2011) (in Hebrew)